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1 Publishable Summary 

The vision inspiring the GLOCAL project is that matching content and concept must be done while taking 

context into account. Context encompasses several different dimensions: nomenclature (the universal 

sphere, where concepts and their relationships are represented by “dictionary knowledge”); domain 

(where concepts are biased by a specific application scenario); personal experience (the subjective sphere, 

where contents take on a private meaning according to user events and semantics); and community 

experience (the social sphere, where groups of users can share events and semantics). The integration 

among all those dimensions of the context provides an impressive amount of information that can be used 

to enrich the semantics of data and to enable both personalization of global knowledge and sharing of local 

experience. We consider events as the primary means by which the local event context can be exploited 

towards this goal. 

Within this framework, the activities developed in the second year of the project had as a main overall 

target the fulfillment of the project Milestone 3: Development of the technological components of the 

Glocal platform. This includes the delivery of the first release of all main technological parts of the system, 

as well as of the first showcase prototype. In particular, the following specific objectives had to be reached: 

- Availability of the updated event models, and first release of event-based media analysis and 

content indexing techniques. 

- First release (up and running) of the local dynamics system 

- First release (up and running) of the global dynamics system 

- First release (up and running) of the event-enriched multimedia Glocal search system 

- First release (up and running) of the Integrated Glocal Platform, including intermediate release of 

the Glocal showcases 

- Preliminary user validation (based on the first release of the prototype and demo system) 

- Continuation of dissemination and exploitation activities, with definition of midterm plans. 

Overall, the second year of activity GLOCAL has progressed very well, fully achieving the planned project 

objectives. The outcomes of the first review meeting were synthesized in a list of action points, and 

integrated in the project objectives with the production of a revised DoW, which has been used as a basis 

for the second year work plan. 

All the WPs contributed to the development of the project according to the schedule and completed the 

requested deliverables. Moreover, the results indicated in third project milestone, foreseen at the end of 

Year 2, were accomplished. More specifically, the following targets have been achieved according to the 

schedule: 

- The first release of the Glocal Platform has been implemented, and technical components fully 

integrated into the system 

- Datasets and scenarios defined during Year 1 have been further refined and integrated into the 

system to provide two fully functional showcases, referring to: Arab Spring dataset (mainly for 

professional users), Sharing of large social events (mainly for user-generated content). 

- The above scenarios lead to a preliminary user validation, not foreseen in the original plan but 

introduced at the end of Y1, involving a community of real users. 

- Specific targets achieved in the framework of system implementation included: 

o Updating and enrichment of event models 
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o Improvement of event-based media analysis and content indexing techniques 

o Implementation and release of preliminary local dynamics system 

o Implementation and release of preliminary global dynamics system 

o Implementation and release of preliminary event-enriched multimedia Glocal search 

system 

- Furthermore, transversal activities were continued to support the technical development, 

including: 

o Dissemination activities, advertisement, publications, linking to other significant 

international initiatives, workshops, etc. 

o Planning of the exploitation and other accompanying measures 

o Project coordination, management and reporting 

A major novelty of Year 2 project activity is the introduction of a new partner in the consortium, thanks to 

the successful proposal of an Extended EU project in Call 7. The main novelty brought by the new partner 

(Brno Univ. of Technology) to Glocal consists in the possibility of introducing audio, and in particular voice, 

within the media analysis toolkit. This will enable Glocal to enrich the semantic description of video 

streams, by capturing simple concepts and keywords spotted from the speech. Furthermore, the inclusion 

of the company Citizenside.com in the Glocal Consortium Agreement as “external collaborator” of the 

project, allowed to strengthen the user validation of the project, thanks to the availability of a large 

network of committed experts and content providers, deeply interested in the project results. 

The report includes a description of the work planned for Year 3 (the last year of the project), in line with 

the original objectives of Glocal. 
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